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Details of Visit:

Author: Daniel76
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 8 Jun 2022
Duration of Visit: 5 Hours
Amount Paid: 910
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Annabellas MK
Website: http://www.annabellasescorts.com/home.php
Phone: 01908234646
Phone: 01908711821

The Premises:

Main Annabella's place in central Milton Keynes North 11, easy & cheap parking right outside
ground floor apartment. The rooms are nicely furnished & a good size, usual excellent service from
the maid when making a booking, even though this booking would end up confusing the maid,
maybe she hasn’t had anyone so specific and demanding before lol.

The Lady:

Ruby, Ella & Apple - match website although Twitter is best as daily up to date pics are submitted
and they’re a better representation of what the girls are really like as some professional photos are
years old, although these 3 girls pro photos are actually up to date and very recent.

The Story:

This was to be a special treat for myself with Ruby & Apple after a very successful few weeks of
business, as a pro photographer. Shooting half naked models can be very arousing (but I have to
refrain & stay professional, although I’ve had some very horny girls in the past, but not on this
occasion, that did show their appreciation if you get my gist) & this was to release my sexual
tension, built up over the last few weeks.

This was to be a 5 hour session with Ruby & Apple to join us for two hours, so 1hr warm up with
Ruby, then 2hrs duo, then the remaining 2hrs finale with Ruby.

I have been Visiting Annabellas for sometime now & have had the pleasure of encounters with
many of the lovely girls, but my go to is Ruby, we just click & there is a connection I have with her
that she equally says the same about me, we have grown to know what pleasures us the most
between us.

I invited Apple, as I had seen her alone previously for a 2hr session & was blown away by her
enthusiasm. Her DFK & DT OWO is to die for, followed by CIM.

Unfortunately on the day the maid had got the booking mixed up & had only reserved Apple for 1hr,
so I was lucky that Ella, was available, be it not directly after Apple, but an hour later.
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I have seen Ella a few times & she is simply fantastic at her job and a real pleasure to have a
sexual encounter with, she blows your mind and I’d say she has the best connection & duo with
Ruby, so if you want the best duo experience, you will find it hard to find any better fully interactive
combination.

Anyway the session started off with Ruby, for 1hr, the first 20 mins with standing DFK, her DFK is
the best I’ve ever encountered, We then got down to some mutual pleasuring of each other, for the
remaining solo time together.

Apple then arrived for what I thought was a 2hr booking, but ended up as only an hour, so the next
hour consisted of watching Ruby & Apple lick each other out until they each orgasmed, whilst I DFK
the recipient. The following 45 minutes was Apple giving me DT OWO whilst I DFK Ruby the entire
time and I thought I’d died and gone to heaven & returned several times, I had to control myself &
think of a distraction to stop myself exploding inside Apples delightful & very inviting mouth, I’d give
her 11/10 for effort as boy did she try her hardest, but I managed to restrain myself for the time
being anyway.

The next hour was solo with Ruby and we both provided plenty of oral on each other, slipped on
some protection and fucked in many positions until Ella arrived & boy was this going to be an
experience I’d never dreamed of, these two gorgeous girls just click with each other.

I was sandwiched between Ruby & Ella whist they took turns in sucking my cock whilst the other
DFK me, then I was provided with a toy show as each took turns in using Ruby’s newly purchased
vibrator and fucking hell these girls really worked it & Ella ended up so turned on she squirted and
she doesn’t do that that often, she tells me, unless she holds off & goes beyond the hight of normal
orgasmic pleasure when she would normally cum.

I then had the pleasure of watching Ella go down on Ruby as she said she can make her cum in
less than 30 seconds & she was bang on and not only so quickly but made her cum so hard too her
whole body was shaking. After some rest, I thought I have to give this a try & having watched Ella
closely, I worked out what she does & was able to repeat this & yes I had the same effect, however
I brought Ruby to pleasure in only 15-20 seconds & made her very sensitive and Ruby said that
was a first for her, only Ella had ever been able to make her cum so quickly & hard before, so I felt
very proud of myself.

The remaining time we laid down resting, talking and laughing, these two girls together are just a
delight to be with both socially and sexually, we talked about swinging, holidays and lots of other
stuff, how Ella loves a drink, the party girl & Ruby is the complete opposite very reserved socially,
however in the bedroom they both come alive, as they clearly click with each other.

Sadly the hour had come to an end, although we lost track of time and it had gone over by about
10-15 mins, who needs to clock watch anyway when she doesn’t have a pending appointment and
is having so much fun.

The next two hours was the finale, which resulted in lots of fucking in various positions, having to
change the rubber several times to avoid it breaking whilst enjoying Ruby to the fullest degree in
every sexual position possible & some. I won’t go into all the glory details but sex with Ruby is like
no other sexual encounter I’ve ever experienced & I hope the same goes for her, whether it’s true
or not, it’s nice to think it is as it makes me feel special.

I hope you loved the chocolates (I know u did) as a belated birthday present and I look forward to
seeing you again soon.

My conclusion if you want the best of the best, look no further than Ruby, Ella or Apple, if you want
a duo that will blow your mind then Ruby & Ella should be your next booking, but don’t be cheap,
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go for a minimum 1hr, ideally 2 with both girls, I promise you, you will not be disappointed.

Message to Ruby & Ella, if I win millions on the lottery, I’ll happily set you both up in a luxury home,
with a monthly allowance & with all other expenses taken care of, just so the two of you can be
solely mine forever or at least until I can no longer get it up, which I’ll never doubt will ever happen
with the two of you to fuck with, socialise with, eat with, laugh with, fall asleep with and wake up with
each day.

Already looking forward to our next meeting x
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